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Abstract 
It can be shown that interval arithmetic can be used to locate the Kuhn-Tucker point of a nonlinear programming 
problem where its constraint is a parallelepiped with sides parallel to the coordinate axes. 
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1. Introduction 
In [9], Robinson has introduced a method for obtaining computable bounds of error in an 
approximate Kuhn-Tucker  point [2] z* = (x *x, v *x, w'T)  T of a nonl inear programming problem 
of the form 
minimize ¢~(x) (x ~/5 ~ R") 
subject to ci(x) <~ 0 (i = 1 . . . . .  m), (1.1) 
hi(x) = 0 ( j  = 1 . . . .  ,r), 
where q~ :D _~ •" -~ R 1, ci: R" ~ R 1 (i = 1 . . . . .  m), h i : R" ~ R x (j = 1 . . . .  , r) are given continuous- 
ly differentiable functions and /5 c D is an open set containing the points which satisfy the 
constraints. In Robinson's method one chooses any initial interval vector z which might contain z* 
and tries the method but if it does not work, adjusts z and tries again. 
We prefer the nonl inear programming problem of the special form 
minimize f (x) 
subject to x e D _ I~", 
(1.2) 
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where D is a parallelepiped with sides parallel to the coordinate axes in a manner similar to that 
which has been used by Robinson [9]. In contrast, without choosing any interval vector z, we can 
show how to compute an initial interval vector of Lagrange multipliers easily using interval 
arithmetic [1, 7-1 which contains z*. 
In order to show how to compute an initial interval vector of Lagrange multipliers, we have 
arranged this paper as follows. 
In Section 2, some definitions of interval arithmetic are given. The detailed iscussion of interval 
arithmetic and its extensions can be seen in [1, 7-1. 
In Section 3, the preliminary results of Kuhn-Tucker  points are given, especially the theory 
concerning first-order constraint qualification. Section 4 contains the problem to be considered in 
this paper. 
Since the minimizers of a constrained problem of the form (1.1) as mentioned in [2] correspond 
to their Kuhn-Tucker  points, we only need to discuss that first-order constraint qualification holds 
at the minimizer(s) of the problem given in Section 4. The discussion is given in Section 5. 
We describe in detail how to obtain the bounds of the Kuhn-Tucker  point as well as the 
minimizer in Section 6 and give a brief application of the method to the example given in [4-1 (in 
Section 7) before concluding in Section 8. 
2. Interval analysis 
Definition 1. An interval x ~ I([~) = {intervals on real line} is denoted by [XbXs], where x~ and 
Xs are called infimum and supremum, respectively. 
Definition 2. The binary arithmetic operations +,  - , . ,  and / are defined on I([~) according to 
x*y  = {x* y lx  ~x, ye  y ;x ,y~ I(~)} 
in which the asterisk belongs to the set { +,  - , . , /}  save that x/y  is not defined if 0 ~y. 
Definition 3. An n x 1 interval vector which is called box x = (xi),× 1 s I (~")  has ith element 
xi = [xibxis] ~ I(~). 
3. Preliminary results 
Consider the nonlinear programming problems of the form 
minimize f(x) (x ~ D ~_ R n) (3.1) 
subject to ci(x)/> 0 (i = 1 . . . .  ,m), 
where f :  D ~_ ~n -~ ~1, c i :~  _~ ~ 1 (i = 1, . . . ,  m) are given continuously differentiable functions 
and/ )  c D is an open set containing the points which satisfy the constraints. 
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Definition 4. The Lagrangean function [2] L: R"x R"--,  R 1 corresponding to (3.1) is defined by 
L(x,u)  =f(x ) -  ~ uici(x). (3.2) 
i=1 
Suppose that x* e ~" is a feasible point for (3.1) and that f :~"~R a, and 
ci:R" ~ R a (i = 1 . . . .  ,m) have first partial derivatives at x*. Let c* = c,(x*) (i = 1 . . . . .  m), etc. 
and let 
B* = {i~ • + [ci(x*) = 0}, 
Z* = {z e ~"[zTVc * >>- 0 (V ie  B*) A zTV f * >1 0}, 
Z* = {z e R"IzTVc * i> 0 (Vi e B*) A zTvf  * < 0}, 
Z~ = {z e ff~"l 3 i e B*, zTVc~ ( 0}, 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5t 
(3.6) 
where Vc* = Vci(x*) (i = 1 . . . . .  m) and V f *  = Vf(x*). The sets Z*, Z~ and Z~' are disjoint and 
Z*wZ*  * R ~. 2 LJZ3 = 
Observe that all feasible directions from x* must be contained in Z ~' w Z*.  Furthermore, f (x )  
initially decreases along z e Z~ and initially increases or is constant along z ~ Z~. Thus if Z* :/: 0 
we would not expect x* to be a local minimizer [2]. 
The following theorem states that Lagrange multipliers exist generally I-2]. 
Theorem 5. I f ( I )  x* ~ R" is a feasible point for (3.1); (2 ) fe  Ca(/5) and ci e Ca(D) (i = 1, ... ,m) 
where D = D is an open set containing the points which satisfy the constraints; (3) Z*  = 0, then 
3 u* e •m such that 
c~(x*) >>. 0 (i = 1 . . . .  ,m), (3.7) 
u*c,(x*) = 0 (i = 1, . . . ,m),  (3.8) 
u* />0 ( i= l , . . . ,m) ,  (3.9) 
VxL(x* ,  u*) = 0. (3.10) 
Definition 6. The point (x*T,u*T) x e R "+'~ is a Kuhn-Tucker (KT) point for (3.1) if and only if 
(3.7)-(3.10) hold. 
In applying Theorem 5 one must be able to determine whether the set Z~ is empty or not. 
Definition 7. Let x* e R" be a feasible point for (3.1) and suppose that c~ e Ca(/)) (i = 1, ... ,m), 
where/5 = D is an open set containing the points which satisfy the constraints. The first-order 
constraint qualification holds at x* if and only if 
((z ~ 0) A (zTVc * /> 0 (V ie  B*))) 
implies that z is tangential to a once differentiable arc emanating from x* and contained in the 
feasible region. 
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The first-order constraint qualification is one of the best-known conditions implying that 
Z~ = 0 as mentioned in the following theorem whose,proof can be seen in [2]. 
Theorem 8. I f ( l )  x* ~ ~ is a feasible point for (3.1); (2) f~  CI(D) and ci ~ C1(/5) (i = 1, ... ,m), 
where D c D is an open set containing the points which satisfy the constraints; (3) the first-order 
constraint qualification holds at x*, then 3 u* ~ R m such that (x*T,u*T) T is a Kuhn-Tucker (KT) 
point for (3.1). 
4. The nonlinear programming problem expressed as a system of nonlinear equations and inequalities 
Consider the following special case of the problem (3.1): 
minimize f (x)  (x ~ D ~_ D ~_ ~") 
subject to ci(x) >>, 0 (i = 1, ... ,m), 
in which 
(4.1) 
ci(x ) = xl - :~i, (i = 1 . . . .  ,n), (4.2) 
ci(x) = xi-,s -- xl-n (i = n + 1, ... 2n), (4.3) 
where 3c ~ 1(/5) is given, so that m = 2n. The problem of bounding the solutions of(4.1) is equivalent 
to problem (1.2). 
5. First-order constraint qualification 
In this section, it will be shown that the first-order constraint qualification holds at the minimizer 
of (4.1) which is a Kuhn-Tucker  point as discussed in Section 3. 
In order to obtain the computable bounds of Lagrange multipliers for the minimizer of (4.1) we 
need to discuss its strict complementary slackness as given at the end of this section. 
We need the following theorem whose proof can be seen in [2]. 
Theorem 9. If( l) x* ~ R" is a feasible solution of(4.1); (2)fe C 1 (/)), ci e C l (/~) (i = 1, . . . ,  2n), where 
c D is an open set containing the points which satisfy the constraints; (3) {Vc* I i e B*} is linearly 
independent, then the first-order constraint qualification holds at x*. 
The solution of (4.1) lies either in the interior of$c (int(~c)) or on the boundary of.~ (fl($c)). For 
example suppose that n = 2. 
If x* ~ in t($c) then (see (3.3)) B* = 0 since by using (4.2) and (4.3), ci(x*) > 0 (i = 1, ... ,4). 
Therefore, according to Definition 7 as explained in [5-1, the first-order constraint qualification 
holds at x* ~ int(~). 
If x* e fl(.~) then by (4.2) and (4.3), we have 
B* ~ { {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {1,2}, {1,4}, {2,3}, {3,4}}. (5.1) 
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Therefore, according to Theorem 9 as explained in [5], the first-order constraint qualification holds 
at x* e fl(~). A similar argument is valid for n > 2. 
We conclude that the first-order constraint qualification holds at x* for (4.1). Therefore, by 
Theorems 8, 5 and Definition 6, 3 u* e R 2., such that 
F(z*) = O, (5.2) 
c(x*) >1 O, (5.3) 
u*/> 0, (5.4) 
where z* = (x*T,u*T) x, and F: [~3n ~ ~3n, C" []~n ~ ~2n are defined by 
I (f '(x) -- uTc'(x)) x
F(z) = ulcl(x) I '  
u2.c2.(x) J 
(5.5) 
C(X) = (C I(X), ...,C2n(3¢)) T. (5.6) 
The Kuhn-Tucker  points for (4.1) which correspond to the local minimizers of (1.2) satisfy 
F(z) = 0, (5.7) 
c(x) >>. o, (5.8) 
u/> 0. (5.9) 
Definition 10. Strict complementary slackness is said to hold at a Kuhn-Tucker  point 
z* = (X*T,u*T) T if and only if for i = 1 . . . .  ,2n, u* > 0 if ci(x*) = 0 and u* = 0 if c~(x*) > 0. 
Definition 10 is used as follows. 
If x* e int(.~) then by (4.2) and (4.3) ci(x)* > 0 (i = 1, . . . ,  2n). Therefore, according to Definition 
10, we have u* = 0 (i = 1, . . . ,  2n). 
If x* = ~ii (i e {1, ... ,n}) then by (4.2) and (4.3) ci(x*)= 0 and ci+,,(x*)> 0, respectively. 
Therefore according to Definition 10, we have u* > 0 and u*÷, = 0. 
The detailed explanation of strict complementary slackness is given in [5]. 
Theorem 11. (a) I f  x*e  int(£) is a solution of (4.1) then strict complementary slackness holds 
at x*; (b) if x* e fl(£) is a solution of(4.1) then strict complementary slackness holds at x* if and 
only if dif(x*) > 0 V ie  {1, ... ,n} such that x* = xlx and O,f(x*) < 0 V ie  {1 .... ,n} such that 
x* = -~is. 
Proof. The proof is given in [5]. [] 
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6. Bounding the Lagrange multipliers 
Suppose that ~ = (.~r, fix)v is a box which is assumed to contain a Kuhn-Tucker  point 
z* = (x*V ,u*X)  T for (4.1) where 
-r = (-rl, -.. ,.~,)v and u = (fii, .-. ,fi2,) T. 
We are given ~ but not ft. However, by using the interval extension of the derivative of the objective 
function in (4.1) we can determine fi~, ... ,fi2, which contain the corresponding Lagrange multi- 
pliers as shown in this section. 
For (4.1) we have two cases, namely (i) x* e int(.~) and (ii) x* ~ fl(3c). 
In (i) ui = 0(i = 1, . . . ,  2n) because no constraint is active at x*. Therefore, we need to solve only 
F (x) = 0, (6.1) 
where 
V (x) = ( c~if (x) ),× l . (6.2) 
Therefore, we have 
= (.I~T, OT)T. (6.3) 
In (ii) x* E fl(.~), so some of the Lagrange multipliers might be nonzero. 
Now we derive an algorithm for obtaining the initial bounding intervals for the Lagrange 
multipliers. 
Consider the first n equations of (5.5), namely 
c3 i f (z l ,  ... , z , ) - -  z ,+i  + zz ,+ i  = 0 (i = 1, ... ,n) ,  
which is equivalent to 
ui - u i+,  = c3 i f (x)  (i = 1, ... ,n) .  
If x E k then by (6.5) 
u i -u i+,ed i f ( .~)  ( i=  1 , . . . ,n ) .  
So if d i=  Oif( .~) (i = 1, . . . ,  n) then by (6.6) 
a i l<~ui -u i+,<~ais  ( i=1  . . . . .  n). 
Furthermore, we know (see Section 5) that for i = 1, . . . ,  n 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
(ui > O) ~ (u i+,  - 0), (6.8) 
that 
(u i+,  > O) =~ (ui  = 0), (6.9) 
and that 
ui >t 0 (i = 1, . . . ,2n). (6.10) 
Suppose that 
ais ~ O. (6.11) 
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Then by 
u~ ~< 
Suppose 
(6.10) ui = 0. Therefore, by (6.7) if (6.11) holds then 
Ji l ~ -- Ui+n ~ JiS <<- O, 
whence by (6.10), 
u i+.  • [ - a , s ,  - a i , ]  = - a , .  
Therefore, 
(Jis ~ o) ~ (ui = o A u i+.  • - ai). 
Suppose that 
JiI < 0 < JiS" 
If ui > 0 then by (6.8) ui+, = 0, so by (6.7), 
J .  < 0 < ui ~< Jis. 
whence ui • (0,ais]. So by (6.10), 
ui • {o} u(o, ai~] = EO, ais]. 
If ui +, > 0 then by (6.9), ul = 0 so by (6.7), 
J i l  ~ -- Ui+n < 0 < JiS, 
whence ui+,, • (0, - a~il]. So by (6.10), 
u,+,  • {o}~(o ,  - al l ]  = Eo, - J i l3. 
Therefore, 
(Jil < 0 <~iS) ~ (U i•  [O,~iS] A Ui+n• [0 , -- ~i,]). 
(6.7), 
ui+,. (6.12) 
that ui > 0. Then by (6.12) ui+, > 0, contradicting (6.8). Therefore, if (6.11) holds then by 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
Finally, suppose that 
0 ~ d,,. 
Then by (6.7), 
0 <~ ,:lil <~ ui - ui+. ~ ais. 
If u, > 0 then by (6.8), ui+,, = 0 so by (6.15), 
0 <~ ai~ <~ ui <~ ,/is, 
(6.15) 
whence if ui > 0 then ui •d i .  I f  Ul +. > 0 then by (6.9), ui = 0 so by (6.15), 0 ~< - u i+., whence by 
(6.10), ui÷. = 0 contrary to the hypothesis that ui+. > 0. So ui+. = 0. Therefore, 
(0 ~<~ Jil) ~ (Ui ~ dl A ui+ n = 0). (6.16) 
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Therefore the formulae 
u i=0 and ~i+.= -d i  (t/is~<0), 
ui = [0,alS] and I~i+ n = [0, -- a/I ] (a i l<  0 < aiS), 
f i i=di  and ~ i+,=0 (0~<ail), 
(i = 1 . . . . .  n) can be used to determine 
=(~i ,  ... ,~2 , )  T, 
which contain the corresponding Lagrange multipliers. 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
7. Application 
We know that most of the nonlinear programming problems are not in the form (4.1). Therefore, 
their feasible regions are of irregular shape, whence our algorithm cannot be used directly. 
However, ifwe can transform the irregular shape into parallelepiped then the method can be applied. 
Suppose that we consider the problem of the form 
maximize f (x l ,xz )  
(7.1) 
subject o O(Xl,X2) <<. O, 
where 9(xl ,  x2) is of the irregular shape. Assume that the feasible region for this problem is 
simply-connected and its boundary 
r = u(O) (7.2) 
is a single-valued function of 0 as shown in Fig. 1, where 
= x z~1/2 (7.3) r (x21 + 2, , 
0 = tan- l ( x2 /x l  ). (7.4) 
X z • 
Fig. 1. An irregular egion. 
X 1 
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By transformation [4], we have 
x~ = tu (O)cos  O, 
Xz = tu (O)s in  O. 
Therefore, the problem becomes 
maximize f ( tu (O)cos  0,tu(0) sin 0) 
subject o 0~<t~<l, 
0~<0~<2~. 
By writing 
i= 1,0,1-1 
191 
(7.5) 
and 0 = [0,2rc] (7.6) 
and using (4.2) and (4.3) we obtain the problem 
maximize f ( tu (O)cosO,  tu(O) s inO)  
(7.7) 
subject o ci(t, 0) >/0 (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), 
where 
c l  (t, 0 )  = t - = t >f 0,  
c2(t, O) = 0 - O~ = 0 >I O, 
c3(t ,O)  = fs - t = 1 - t >>. O, 
c4(t ,O) = Os - 0 = 2~ - 0 >f O. 
Therefore, the problems (7.1)-(7.4) can be transformed into the form (4.1) precisely. Now our 
method can be applied for determining the interval vector 
/g = (/4 1,/42,/.~3,/,~4) T,
which contains the corresponding Lagrange multipliers. 
8. Conclusion 
In I-9], Robinson states that, in practice, his method can work if one simply chooses an interval 
vector ~ and tries it [3, 6, 4, 8-1, and if it does not work, adjusts £ and tries again. 
In this paper, we have shown that when an interval vector .~ has been chosen, the formulae 
(6.17)-(6.19) can be used to bound the Lagrange multipliers so ~ = (.~r, ~x)x  can be determined and 
the methods which are given in l-3, 6, 4, 8] can be employed for computing and bounding the local 
minimizer(s) of (4.1). Therefore, we have a method for determining the interval vector which 
contains the Lagrange multipliers corresponding to the global minimizer(s). 
If the feasible region of irregular shape can be transformed into parallelepiped as shown in 
Section 7 then our method can be employed to the problem safely. 
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